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Lecture 10 Highlights: Recursion

I Recursion is a powerful control mechanism.

I Often follows recursive definitions.

I In many cases, it is easy and natural to code recursively.

I Recursive definitions with simple, highly concise code can hide
terrible (exponential time) performance.

I In some cases, techniques like memorizing/dynamic
programming lead to more efficient code.

I In some cases, recursion can be fully replaced by an iterative
approach, and furthermore, substantial saving in memory may be
possible.

I Tail recursion

I Finding individual moves in Hanoi Towers (the monster
problem).
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The Derivative as a “High Order Operator” (reminder)
I As you surely recall, the derivative of f at point x is defined by

f ′(x) = lim
h→0

f(x+ h)− f(x)
h

.

I We want to define a Python function diff that receives a
function, f , as its input argument and produces the function f ′

(the derivative of f) as its returned value.
I So, this diff is a “high order function”. However, for Python

this is nothing unusual.
def diff(f):

h=0.001

return (lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h)

I On input f, a real value function, diff(f) returns another
Python function, which is (a numeric approximation to) the
derivative of f.
>>> diff(lambda x: x**3) # derivative of f(x)=x**3

<function <lambda > at 0x300d978 > # outcome of diff
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Highly Variable Functions (reminder)

I So far, we assumed that h = 0.001 is small enough for our needs.

I This may be OK in most cases, but for highly variable functions,
the outcome may be very inaccurate.

I As a specific (and somewhat artificial) example, consider the
function sin by million(x) = sin(106 · x). At the point x = 0, its
derivative is 106 · cos(0) = 106, so
diff(sin by million)(0) should be approximately 106

def sin_by_million(x):

return math.sin (10**6*x)

>>> diff(sin_by_million )(0)

826.8795405320026

826.8795405320026 is, ahhm, not even close to 106 = 1, 000, 000.
The reason for this discrepancy is that h = 0.001 is usually small
enough, but it is way too big for sin by million.
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Implementation and Default Parameters’ Values

826.8795405320026 is, ahhm, not even close to 106 = 1, 000, 000.
The reason for this discrepancy is that h = 0.001 is usually small
enough, but it is way too big for sin by million.

We already saw that Python provides a mechanism of default values
for parameters.

This lets us use a predetermined value as a default parameter, yet use
different values when we deem it necessary. Note that the original
parameter name has to be explicitly specified to use such different
value value.

def diff_param(f,h=0.001):

# when h not specified , default value h=0.001 is used

return(lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h)
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Generalized Implementation and Default Parameters

def diff_param(f,h=0.001):

# when h not specified , default value h=0.001 is used

return(lambda x: (f(x+h)-f(x))/h)

We can now apply this mechanism with different degrees of
resolution.

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million )(0)

826.8795405320026 # no h specified - default h used

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h=0.001)(0)

826.8795405320026 # parameter equals the default h

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h=0.00001)(0)

-54402.11108893698 # smaller and smaller h

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h=0.0000001)(0)

998334.1664682814 # better and better accuracy for derivative

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h=0.000000001)(0)

999999.8333333416

>>> diff_param(sin_by_million ,h=0.000000000001)(0)

999999.9999998333 # indeed almost 1000000 , as expected

Recall that real numbers (type float in Python) have a limit on
accuracy. A value that is too small will be interpreted as zero.
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Definite Integrals

Let f : R 7→ R be a real valued function. Under some mild conditions
(e.g piecewise continuity), its definite integral

∫ b
a f(x)dx between

points a, b is defined as the signed area between the curve of f(x)
and the x-axis.

(drawing from Wikipedia.)
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Computing the Integral
To approximate the definite integral,

∫ b
a f(x)dx, we consider a

(small) positive value h, and look at the finite arithmetic sequence of
points, starting at a, going up to b, with “jumps” equal h,

a, a+ h, a+ 2h, . . . , a+ ih, . . . , a+

⌊
b− a
h

⌋
h .

 h

f

a b

For each such point, the area of the width h rectangle, bounded
between the x-axis and the function f(x) at point a+ ih, equals
h · f(a+ ih).
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Computing the Integral, cont.

Summing all these “rectangle terms”, we get the expression

hf(a) + hf(a+ h) + . . .+ hf(a+ ih) + . . .+ hf

(
a+

⌊
b− a
h

⌋
h

)

= h

b b−a
h c∑

i=0

f(a+ ih)

These “Riemann sums” converge, as h→ 0, to the definite integral.
As was the case with the derivative, we will not deal with the limit
process, but instead take a small, albeit fixed, value for h.
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Size of Intervals, h

Summing all these “rectangle terms”, we get the expression

hf(a) + hf(a+ h) + . . .+ hf(a+ ih) + . . .+ hf

(
a+

⌊
b− a
h

⌋
h

)

= h

b b−a
h c∑

i=0

f(a+ ih)

The question of what values of h to take in order to guarantee that
the resulting approximation is within a desired precision δ is

(a) dependent on properties of f (like the extreme values of its slope
within the interval [a, b])

(b) studied extensively within numerical mathematics.
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The Integral as a “High Order Operator”

I Our input will be a real valued function, f .

I We want to return as the output another function, the definite
integral, whose input is two endpoints a, b of an interval, and
whose output is an approximation to the definite integral∫ b
a f(x)dx.

I The approximation will be computed by taking the Rieman sum
with the parameter h = 0.001.

I Remarks: This parameter h = 0.001 can obviously be changed
at will. Furthermore, the use of default parameter’s value to
control the diff, like we did with the derivative, is possible and
even desirable. And we should verify that a < b, and further that
h� b− a.
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Python Code: The Integral as a “High Order Operator”
def integral(f,h=0.001):

""" definite integral: function of a, b """

return lambda a,b: \

h*sum(f(a+i*h) for i in range(0,int((b-a)/h)))

# Recall that \ (backslash) denotes explicit line continuation

def square(x):

return x**2

Running the code on a specific example

>>> integral(square )(0 ,1)

0.33283349999999995 # should be (1**3)/3=0.33333

>>> integral(diff(square ))(0 ,2)

3.9999999999996643

>>> integral(diff(square),h=0.000001)(0 ,2) # higher resolution

4.001997999999674

>>> integral(diff(square ))(0 ,100)

10000.00000002182

>>> integral(diff(square),h=0.000001)(0 ,100) # higher resolution

10000.0999000218 # much higher run time , LESS precision

>>>
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Python Code: The Integral as a “High Order Operator”

Running the code on a specific example

>>> integral(diff(square ))(0 ,2)

3.9999999999996643

>>> integral(diff(square),h=0.000001)(0 ,2) # higher resolution

4.001997999999674 # slightly LESS precision

>>> integral(diff(square ))(0 ,100)

10000.00000002182

>>> integral(diff(square),h=0.000001)(0 ,100) # higher resolution

10000.0999000218 # much higher run time , much LESS precision

>>>

We took the (numeric) derivative of square(x) = x2, which is (or at
least should be) 2x. We then took the definite integral of this
function over the intervals [0, 2] and [0, 100], respectively. The results
are satisfyingly close to what they should be (4 and 10, 000,
respectively).

Notice that increasing the resolution (h = 0.000001 instead of the
default h = 0.001) actually decreased the outcome’s precision.
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Integration: Additional Examples

>>> diff_cos=diff(math.sin)

>>> integral(diff_cos )(0,math.pi/2)

0.9999996829318186

>>> math.sin(math.pi/2)

1.0

>>> integral(diff_cos )(0,math.pi)

0.0005926535551937746

>>> integral(diff_cos ,h=0.0000001)(0 , math.pi)

-0.00099984632690321

>>> math.sin(math.pi)

1.2246467991473532e-16

Again, we get good agreements (up to small numeric fluctuations)
between the original function, sin(·) and the integral of its derivative.

A smaller value h had caused more exhaustive computation of the
integral, yet did not result in higher precision. This is in contrast to
the phenomena regarding differentiation (why?).
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Numeric vs. Symbolic Differentiation

>>> diff(penta )(2)

80.0800400099888 # 5*2**4=80

>>> diff_param(penta ,h=0.0000001)(5)

3125.000134787115 # 5*5**4=3125

I You may argue that such an outcome is not what we are really
after.

I penta(x) = x5, so the derivative should produce
penta′(x) = 5x4.

I Likewise, we may want to get sin(x)′ = cos(x).

I The diff operator we defined is numerical. It transforms a
“numeric” function into a different “numeric” function.

I It is very different from symbolic differentiation, alluded to
above.
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Symbolic Functions Representation

Let us define a list of ”atomic functions”:

I Constant functions f(x) = c

I The identity function f(x) = x

I The sine function f(x) = sin(x)

I The cosine function f(x) = cos(x)

I The exponentiation function f(x) = ex

I The logarithm function f(x) = ln(x)

Functions can be recursively combined using negation (−f(x)),
addition (f(x) + g(x)), subtraction (f(x)− g(x)), multiplication
(f(x) · g(x)), division (f(x)/g(x)), exponentiation (f(x)g(x)), and
function composition (f(g(x))).
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Symbolic Differentiation: Atomic Functions

The differentiation operator, which we will denote by diff, operates
recursively on the function structure.
If f is one of the ”atomic functions”, its derivative is determined a
priori, as following:

I diff(constant)=0,

I diff(identity)=1,

I diff(sin)=cos,

I diff(cos)=− sin,

I diff(ex) = ex,

I diff(ln(x)) = 1/x.
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Symbolic Differentiation: Compound Functions

For compound functions, we recursively apply the known
differentiation rules

I diff(f ± g) = diff(f)±diff(g),

I diff(f · g) = diff(f)·g + f ·diff(g),

I diff(f/g) = (diff(f) · g − f · diff(g)) /g2,

I diff(f(g))=(diff(f)(g))·diff(g) (chain rule).

I Remark: f(x)g(x) = eg(x) ln[f(x)], so diff(fg) can be computed by

the chain rule, diff(fg) = eg ln[f ] ·
(

diff(g) ln[f ] + g(x)diff(f)
f

)
.
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Symbolic Differentiation: Compound Functions

Symbolic differentiation thus becomes a question of manipulating
strings. There are additional issues tackled in any Computer Algebra
package (e.g. Sage or Maple), such as simplifying the outcome. For
example, it is desirable to replace x+ x2 + x+ 2 · x2 by 2 · x+ 3 · x2.

However, we will not develop code for symbolic differentiation right
now. We may get back to this issue in the future.
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Towers of Hanoi Nightmare (reminder)

Suppose your partner‡ wakes you in the middle of the night after
having a terrible dream. A monster demanded to know what the
397 + 19 move in an n = 200 disk Towers of Hanoi puzzle is, or else
. . . .

Having seen and even understood the material in this class, you
quickly explain to your frightened partner that either expanding all
H(200) = 2200 − 1 moves, or even just the first 397 + 19, is out of
computational reach in any conceivable future, and the monster
should try its luck elsewhere.

Your partner is not convinced.

You eventually wake up and realize that the fastest way for sleeping
the rest of the night is to solve this new problem. The first step
towards taming the monster is to give the new problem a name:
HanoiMove(start,via,target,n,k).

‡we are not going to repeat the neutrality disclaimer
21 / 50
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Feeding the Towers of Hanoi Monster (reminder)

The solution to HanoiTowers(start,via,target,n) consisted of three
(unequal) parts, requiring 2n − 1 steps altogether:
But what do we do if k 6= 2n−1?

Well, we think recursively:

If k < 2n−1 then this is move number k in an n− 1 disk problem (part one
of the n disks problem).

If k > 2n−1 then this is move number k − 2n−1 in an n− 1 disk problem
(part three of the n disks problem).

We should keep in mind that the roles of the rods in these smaller

subproblems will be permuted.
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Recursive Monster Code

def hanoi_move(start ,via ,target ,n,k):

""" finds the k-th move in Hanoi Towers instance

with n disks """

if n<=0:

return "zero or fewer disks"

elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int:

return "number of moves is illegal"

elif k==2**(n-1):

return str.format("disk {} from {} to {}",n,start ,target)

elif k<2**(n-1):

return hanoi_move(start ,target ,via ,n-1,k)

else:

return hanoi_move(via ,start ,target ,n-1,k-2**(n-1))

Last class, I was asked if we can eliminate recursion and use iteration
instead. I mumbled something to the extent that I am not sure, it
may be possible, and even if we can, it will be hard to beat the
simplicity and elegance of the recursive solution.
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Hanoi Monster Solution: Iterative Solution
All these claims were valid (especially the “I am not sure”). Yet,
riding my bike home, I thought that if k is very simple (e.g. a power
of two), a non recursive solution should be possible. I did not push
this any further, though. When I got home, I found this message in
my mailbox:

From: Erez Timnat <ereztimn@mail.tau.ac.il>

Subject: Hanoi Towers

Date: November 30, 2011 7:00:22 PM GMT+02:00

To: benny chor <benny@cs.tau.ac.il>

I enjoyed your lecture today on hanoi towers, and so I

wondered if I could implement an iterative solution to

hanoi move. So I did. It uses the binary representation of

k, and I think it’s quite cool.

So - I’m attaching hereby my implementation, and I hope

you’ll find it useful/interesting/amusing.

Thanks,

Erez
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Hanoi Monster Solution: Erez Timnat’s Iterative Solution
def nbinary(n,k):

""" computes the binary representation of k, and pads it

with leading zeroes if the result is shorter than n bits """

k=bin(k)

k=[k[i] for i in range(2,len(k))]

return (n-len(k))*[’0’]+k

def erez_iter_hanoi_move(start ,via ,target ,n,k):

""" iterative solution to the hanoi move problem """

if n<=0:

return "zero or fewer disks"

elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int:

return "number of moves is illegal"

k=nbinary(n,k)

for i in range(n):

if k[i]==’1’:

disk=n-i

disk_start ,disk_target=start ,target

start ,via=via ,start

else: #k[i]==’0’

via ,target=target ,via

return str.format("disk {} from {} to {}", \

disk , disk_start , disk_target)
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Hanoi Monster: Recursive vs. Iterative
We will not explain the code in class.
We do recommend you try figuring it out yourself.
Writing your own iterative Hanoi Towers code may be a good idea.

We will check the correctness of Erez’ iterative code by

• Running it on a small instance where moves can be verified
directly.

• Running it on larger instances and verifying that its results are
identical to the results of the recursive algorithm.

This is not a proof of correctness, but at least it reinforces our belief
in this code.

We maintain that the recursive solution is easier to come up with,
and it is much easier to verify its correctness.

Yet the iterative solution is way more efficient, and can handle a large
number of disks (say n = 106), where the recursion solution fails.

29 / 50
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Recursive vs. Iterative: A Small Sanity Check
>>> for elem in HanoiTowers("A","B","C" ,4):

print(elem)

disk 1 from A to B

disk 2 from A to C

disk 1 from B to C

disk 3 from A to B

disk 1 from C to A

disk 2 from C to B

disk 1 from A to B

disk 4 from A to C

disk 1 from B to C

disk 2 from B to A

disk 1 from C to A

disk 3 from B to C

disk 1 from A to B

disk 2 from A to C

disk 1 from B to C

>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,4,5)

’disk 1 from C to A’

>>> erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,4,5)

’disk 1 from C to A’

>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,4,9)

’disk 1 from B to C’

>>> erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,4,9)

’disk 1 from B to C’ 31 / 50
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Recursive vs. Iterative: More Sanity Checks

>>> erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,400 ,5**90)

’disk 1 from A to B’

>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,400 ,5**90)

’disk 1 from A to B’

>>> erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,8000 ,5**900+75)

’disk 3 from A to B’

>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,8000 ,5**900+75)

’disk 3 from A to B’

>>> erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,23000 ,5**1900+76)

’disk 1 from C to A’

>>> hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,23000 ,5**1900+76)

File "/Users/admin/Documents/InttroCS2011/Code/intro11/lecture11_code.py", line 43, in hanoi_move

elif k<=0 or k>=2**n or type(k)!=int:

RuntimeError: maximum recursion depth exceeded in comparison

>>> erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,10**7 ,5**9000+97)

# ten million disks

’disk 2 from A to C’
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Recursive vs. Iterative: Timing

>>> import timeit

>>> def recurse ():

return hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,8500 ,5**900+7**800)

>>> def iterate ():

return erez_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,8500 ,5**900+7**800)

>>> timeit.timeit(recurse ,number =10)

9.107219934463501

>>> timeit.timeit(iterate ,number =10)

0.023094892501831055

The iterative solution is 9.1/0.023 = 394.3 times faster than the
recursive one!

The poor recursive solution is elegant indeed, but deep inside it
stacks 8,500 frames on top of each other, and this takes time.
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Hanoi Monster Solution: Roi Tagar’s Iterative Solution

After this presentation was already in press (this term used to mean
“publication still being printed, and not yet available for sale”. In our
context, however, this means it was too late for me to verify and
update the presentation before class), I got a second e-mail from a
student in the class, suggesting a different iterative solution.

The student, Roi Tagar, observes that both Erez’ and his solutions
employ repeated patterns in the sequences of moves. The patterns
depend on the parity of n, the total number of disks, and on the
identity of the disk.

Both algorithms look for 1s in the binary representation of k. One
difference is that the solution of Erez employs strings for this task,
while Roi’s solution employs integers.
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RT’s Iterative Solution: Helping Code

def format_move(disk , move):

return str.format(’disk {} from {} to {}’, \

disk , move[0], move [1])

def compose_moves(start , via , target ):

’’’

Generates a ’moves ’ list , that matches the pattern

The result for "A", "B", "C"

moves=[’AB’, ’BC’, ’CA’, ’AC’, ’CB’, ’BA ’]

’’’

return [(start ,via), (via ,target), (target ,start),\

(start ,target), (target ,via), (via ,start)]
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RT’s Iterative Solution: Main Code

def roi_iter_hanoi_move(start , via , target ,n,k):

’’’ this solution uses a repeating pattern found in the

problem ’s solutions. It satisfies 2 conditions:

1. disk 1 for even n goes by the pattern:

start ->via , via ->target , target ->start

disk 1 for odd n goes by the pattern:

start ->target , target ->via , via ->start

2. disk a for n disks acts like disk a-1 for n-1 disks ’’’

moves = compose_moves(start , via , target)

if k == 2**n - 1:

return format_move(n, (start , target ))

# seeking the LSB that equals 1 in the binary representation of k

times = 0

while k % 2 == 0:

times +=1

k//=2

# now k%2 == 1

disk = 1 + times

move = moves [((k -1)//2)%3 + 3*((n-times )%2)]

return format_move(disk , move)
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Roi’s Iterative Solution: Sanity Check and Timing

>>> roi_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,400 ,5**90)

’disk 1 from A to B’

>>> roi_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,8000 ,5**900+75)

’disk 3 from A to B’

>>> roi_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,23000 ,5**1900+76)

’disk 1 from C to A’

>>> roi_iter_hanoi_move("A","B","C" ,10**7 ,5**9000+97)

’disk 2 from A to C’

>>> def roi_iter ():

return roi_iter_hanoi_move("A", "B", "C", 8500, 5**900+7**800)

>>> timeit.timeit(roi_iter , number =10)

0.0006730556488037109
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Hanoi Monster Solution: RT vs. ET Iterative Solutions
The main difference is that RT’s code does not perform n iterations
in every inner loop. Instead, it halts when the least significant bit
that equals 1 is detected.

As we just saw, these seemingly small changes imply a factor 34
improvement for the last specific input, when compared to ET’s
iterative solution.

Roi notes that lower-level languages, using knowledge about the
system architecture for large integer representations, might have more
efficient solutions for this problem, (e.g. a 32 bit processor could do a
32 bit scan in one clock cycle).

Both iterative algorithms required a deeper understanding of the
structure of the problem than what was needed to design the
recursive code. In both cases, this better understanding resulted in
vastly improved performances. As is often the case, the iterative
codes are somewhat more complex than the recursive one.
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Finding Roots of a Real Valued Function, Take 1 §

You are given a black box to compute the real valued function f(x).

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such that
f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| < ε for a small enough ε).

What can you do?
(not much, I’m afraid. Just go over points in some arbitrary/random
order, and hope to hit a root.)

§thanks to Prof. Sivan Toledo for helpful suggestions and discussions related to
this part of the lecture
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Finding Roots of Real Valued Function, Take 2

You are given a black box to compute the real valued function f(x).
On top of this, you are told that f(x) is continuous, and you are
given two values, L and U , such that f(L) < 0 < f(U).

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such that
f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| < ε for a small enough ε).

What can you do?
(we’ll discuss binary search over the interval [a,b] on the
blackboard, but this scenario should already be familiar to those of
you who started looking at homework assignment 3.)
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Finding Roots of Real Valued Function, Take 3

You are given a black box to compute the real valued function f(x).
On top of this, you are told that f(x) is differentiable (is smooth
enough to have a derivative).

You are asked to find a root of f(x) (namely a value a such that
f(a) == 0 or at least |f(a)| < ε for a small enough ε).

What can you do?
(here, we’ll start discussing the Newton-Raphson iteration.)
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An Example: Computing Square Roots

I Suppose we want to find a square root of 1732.

I 412 = 1681 and 422 = 1764.

I Since 1681 < 1732 < 1764, we can safely claim that 1732 is not
a square of any integer.

I What next? We’ll start with some initial guess, denoted x0, and
design a sequence x1, x2, . . . that will converge to

√
1732.

I Define xn+1 = xn − x2
n−1732
2xn

.

I Remark: Right now, this expression sort of comes out of the
blue.
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Computing Square Root of 1732: Code

def iter1732(x): # compute next sequence element and its square

return x-(x**2 -1732)/(2*x),(x-(x**2 -1732)/(2*x))**2

Let us pretend we got no idea where
√
1732 is, start with x0 = 10,

and iterate the function to get x1, x2, . . ., as well as their squares.

>>> iter1732 (10)

(91.6, 8390.56) # x1, x1**2

>>> iter1732(_[0]) # apply iter1732 to first element

(55.254148471615714 , 3053.020923323353) # x2, x2**2

>>> iter1732(_[0])

(43.30010556385136 , 1874.8991418406715) # x3, x3**2

>>> iter1732(_[0])

(41.65000402275986 , 1734.7228350959124) # x4, x4**2

>>> iter1732(_[0])

(41.61731692992759 , 1732.0010684460376) # x5, x5**2

>>> iter1732(_[0])

(41.6173040933716 , 1732.0000000001646) # x6, x6**2

>>> iter1732(_[0])

(41.617304093369626 , 1732.0000000000002) # x7 , x7**2

>>> iter1732(_[0])

(41.617304093369626 , 1732.0000000000002) # convergence , x7==x8
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Another Example: Computing Square Roots

I Suppose we want to find a square root of 9387.

I 962 = 9216 and 972 = 9409.

I Since 9216 < 9387 < 9409, we can safely claim that 9387 is not
a square of any integer.

I What next? We’ll start with some initial guess, denoted x0, and
design a sequence x1, x2, . . . that will converge to

√
9387.

I Define xn+1 = xn − x2
n−9387
2xn

.

I This expression still comes out of the blue.

I But please note that if for some obscure reason this sequence
converges to a non-zero limit, and we denote this limit by x∞,
we’ll have x2∞ − 9387 = 0. In other words, x∞ will be a square
root of 9387.
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Computing Square Root of 9387: Code
def iter9837(x): # compute next sequence element and its square

return x-(x**2 -9387)/(2*x),(x-(x**2 -9387)/(2*x))**2

Let us pretend we got no idea where
√
9387 is, start with x0 = 13.7

this time, and ]te the function to get x1, x2, . . ., and their squares.
>>> iter9837 (13.7)

(349.4412408759124 , 122109.18082489743) # x1, x1**2

>>> iter9837(_[0]) # apply iter9837 to first element

(188.15206312696233 , 35401.19885893242) # x2, x2**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(119.02128022032366 , 14166.065145284809) # x3, x3**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(98.94476475839053 , 9790.066473093242) #x4 , x4**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.90793909066838 , 9391.148658800692) # x5 , x5**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653393625265 , 9387.000458180635) # x6 , x6**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653157173088 , 9387.000000000005) # x7, x7**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653157173086 , 9387.0) # x8 , x8**2

>>> iter9837(_[0])

(96.88653157173086 , 9387.0) # convergence , x8==x9
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Let Us Generalize

We had two cases where we were given a number, M , and wanted to
compute its square root,

√
M .

In both cases, we started with some initial guess, denoted x0 (10 in
the first case, 13.7 in the second) and defined a sequence x1, x2, . . .

by xn+1 = xn − x2
n−M
2xn

.

To see what is going on, we take yet another step back and get a
broader picture.
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The Newton–Raphson Method

We try to find a solution of x2 =M .

Define f(x) = x2 −M . This is a real valued function of one variable,
and it is differentiable everywhere.

What we seek is a root of the equation f(x) = 0.

Denote, as usual, the derivative of f at point x by f ′(x).

The Newton–Raphson method, or iteration, starts with some initial
guess, denoted x0, and iteratively computes

xn+1 = xn −
f(xn)

f ′(xn)

until some halting condition is met.
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